
Luisa Enters into the Extraordinary Order 

 
 

V25 – 2.22.29 - “My daughter, You Must Know  that in Our Divinity there is the Ordinary Order 

for the whole Creation, and this is not moved because of any incident:  not one point, not one 

minute earlier, not one minute later; Life ends when it is Established by Us - We are Immutable 

in this regard.  But, in Us, there is also the Extraordinary Order, and since We are the Masters of 

the Laws of the whole Creation, We have the Right to change them whenever We want.  But if 

We change them, a great Glory of Ours Must Enter into this, and a great Good for the whole 

Creation; We do not change Our Laws because of little things.  Now, My daughter, you know 

that the greatest Work is to Establish the Kingdom of My Divine Will upon earth, and to Make It 

Known; there is no Good that the creature can receive if she does not know it.  What is your 

wonder, then, if We have surrendered to Obedience so as not to let you die?  More so since, 

because of your connection with My Divine Fiat, you Enter into the Extraordinary Order; and 

since each Knowledge about My Divine Volition is many Divine Lives that have come out of 

Our Womb, the sacrifice of your life was needed in order to receive them, and the very Privation 

of Heaven, from which Obedience snatched you. 

In addition to this, since My Divine Will, Its Knowledges, Its Reigning, are not only the 

greatest Good for the earth, but the Complete Glory for the Whole of Heaven, all of Heaven 

prayed Me to surrender to the pleas of the one who Commanded you; and I, out of regard for My 

Will, while Opening the Doors to you, surrendered to their pleas.  Do you think that I do not know 

your great sacrifice, your continued Martyrdom of being away from the Celestial Fatherland, and 

only to Fulfill My Will in the one through whom It was Commanded to you?  Indeed, this sacrifice 

has snatched from Me the many Lives of the Knowledges of My Fiat.  And then, a soul was 

needed who would know Heaven and how My Divine Will is Done in the Celestial Dwelling, in 

order to be able to Entrust to her Its Secrets, Its Story, Its Life; and by Appreciating them, she 

would make them her own Life and would be ready to lay down her life so that others might 

Know a Good so Great.” 

FIAT!!! 

 


